The patient does not speak of the book as a steady support, but acknowledges that it has had an influence in that respect, and adds that the aid it has been to her is too inestimable to be measured. She speaks of the book as a source of comfort and cheer, and says that it has been a constant companion in the dark hours of her life. She expresses her satisfaction with the book's contents, and says that it has been a source of knowledge and inspiration.

The book that the patient refers to is a religious text, the title of which is not specified in the text. The patient mentions that the book has been a source of comfort and cheer, and that it has been a constant companion in the dark hours of her life. She expresses her satisfaction with the book's contents, and says that it has been a source of knowledge and inspiration.
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TO CHEAT THE NURSE

Our last report, as far as we trust, from the offices of the latter, was generally satisfactory. We have been receiving communications from many places, and are informed that the nurse is working in the best interest of the patients. The nurse is at her post, and is doing her best.
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